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Entering the 21st century, mega sport event(MSE) are gradually being held frequently by
various countries. Through the impact on the world economic structure, the closeness of various
countries has been accelerated, and the globalization process has been accelerated(Knott B
&Tinaz C,2022).Holding sports programs of different projects or comprehensive events (such as
Championships,World Cup and Olympic Games) is regarded as a new way for many countries to
stimulate economic and political development, and MSE are regarded as countries unanimously
chosen by different countries in the process of globalization important element of development
strategy. In the past ten years of research in related fields, various research and literature
related to the holding, influence, heritage, and sustainable development of MSE have become
a trend. Such as making important research contributions to mega event and national social
development in the use of coupled systems(Biao He, et al., 2020).These research results provide
the corresponding research basis for this research. Some scholars who study the Olympic Games
and globalization-themed projects usually conduct quantitative research. In order to add new
theories in this field, I added qualitative research.

Therefore, this exploratory research takes the MSE held in the past four years as the
research object , using the field theory of sociologist Bourdieu, and the research contribution
of social philosophy theorist Kemerov V.E.: social philosophy as a social process and social
being/Social philosophy as a social process and as a socialization theory; Kerimov T.Kh.:
Heterology, problem of another heterology (being) as the doctorine of becoming difference
and plurality. Heterogeneity, another philosophical heterogeneity (being) problems exist as
a wide range of differences and multiplicity. And Azarenko S. A.: Topology, being-together,
bodility practices. Topology,interaction, bodility practices. Nikitin S. A.: Social phenomenology
analysis,and other theoretical research methods of social philosophy to analysis how social
phenomena from social reproduction to polarization are formed in the process of globalization.

The research results show that with the increase of large-scale events in the process of
globalization, MSE in different levels have improved the international reputation and sports
economy of the host country; As the social phenomenon from social reproduction to polarization
to puts forward concepts and future research topics. The basic concepts involved in this study
are composed of three disciplines, which are sports, globalization, social philosophy. After
discussing the basic concepts in these three fields required by this study, the concept "EX-
SPORT" based on the analysis of social philosophy is proposed, and a basic understanding is
made for the study of MSE and globalization. The foundation of knowledge and basic logic.
Future research topics need to redefine the concepts of globalization, MSE,sport, etc. The
study is unique in that it highlights the importance of the social philosophical analysis that
MSE promote the Influence and philosophical significance that from social reproduction to
polarization, and thus contributes to the socio-philosophical understanding of different countries
to host MSE in the context of globalization.
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